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Macro field evaluation matches

Accommodation in language: English Français Español Deutsch Italiano 保本語 Português (Brazil) Russian Polish 한국어 繁體保⽂ 简体保⽂ Forum Category Destiny 2 Destiny Clan Set satellite help OffTopic Forum Subcatelitt Play nice. Take a moment to review our Code of Conduct before sending your post. Undo
editing Create fireteam Post From Destiny 2 Wiki Macro Field Evaluation is a rare bunt. Black Armory is the latest content released for Destiny 2, and many users will focus on raising the light level to the new 650 cap. While there are a ton of ways to do this, one lesser-known avenue revolves around completing the
secret black armoury bows provided by Ada-1. All these powerful Gear awards, many of which require users to really grind. So far, the only way to get secret black bow armor is to turn in normal black bow armor. These special bounties are randomly rewarded to players, so the more generosity is tied to Black Armour,
the more likely you are to get one. It doesn't seem as if there is any bad luck protection regarding these bounties, and so far we've only got one at a time. Here are all the secret black armored bows we know so far: Energy Possession Defeat 150 enemies with arc, solar and void energy in lost huns. Perhaps the weapon
complete the last wish, the scourch of the past, a broken throne with at least four black armored pieces of armor equipped. Black armored doubles defeat 200 enemies with only black weapon weapons equipped. Super charged throw 50 batteries on mugs. (Perhaps a mistake right now as it only counts the rounds where
you dropped the charge.) Fully charged full 6 forge ignition. Generous Bounty complete 12 black weapons daily bounties and 1 black arsenal weekly bounty macro field scores Finish 6 patrols/adventures, 8 community events, 3 punches, 3 crucifixion matches, and 1 heroic adventure with black weapon weapons
equipped. Black Armory Regalia kill 100 carers with a full set of black armor and weapons equipped. Some information to note about the generosities listed above. For Black Armory Devotee, it's just counting the named weapon you get from the footage every week. This includes weapons like ringing nails and kindled
orchids. Also, there were reports of a scourcing past gun count, but we weren't able to verify that. It also appears to be a super charged reward buggy or poorly worded. At the time of writing this, this award is only counting rounds, not individual fees. This means you will need to complete a minimum of 25 rounds to
complete this award. Remember that they come out randomly, so we strongly recommend simply picking up daily bows whenever you can. They rarely ever require, so you should have no problem completing them - 620-630. If you want to hit 650 as quickly as possible, trying to get those bounties is a great way to speed
up this process. See Also HomeGamingMacro Field Score Rare Bounty Black Weapons - Which matches are complete - Destiny 2: New Light It shows you have to complete matches for the rare generosity of Macro Field Evaluation by Ada-1 Black Armor in the shadow of destiny 2 keep. Note: This is only for reporting
spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, struggle or rudeness) messages. Accommodation in language: English Français Español Deutsch Italiano 保本語 Português (Brazil) Russian Polish 한국어 繁體保⽂ 简体保⽂ Forum Category Destiny 2 Destiny Clan Set satellite help OffTopic Forum Subcatelitt Play nice.
Fill in a moment to review our Code of Conduct before submitting your post. Cancel Edit Create Fireteam Post I completed (and won) both the Gambit match and the Crucible match with the Swift Ride (Black Armory) pulse rifle equipped, and this quest step still shows 0/3. I completed other PvE parts of the quest without
problems using a Gaze Tatar sniper, but I trashed with snipers in PvP so did not use it there. Is Swift Ride a mistake for this quest or am I doing anything wrong? Thank! EDITING: I just realized that the Guardian's daily reward score also doesn't work with Swift Ride, as it shows 0/2 and should be completed since I
played one Gambit and Crucible match. I'm going to protest with Tatara Gaze, but I have a feeling it's going to work. Will be updated after. ANSWER: Well then, TIL that Black Armory Experimental Prototype Weapon doesn't count as Black Weapons, even if they have to be weapons from the Black Armory, and have a
Black Armory badge on them. It's good then. It would be nice for Bungie to customize the text quest accordingly. Thanks for the answers. Page 2 10 Comments Comments
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